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ABSTRACT
Hair designing is one of crucial components of the hair simulation tasks. The efficiency of hair modeling is very much determined by the interactivity and the ease-to-use the designing tools within an application. This paper presents a unified framework that uses the various key techniques developed for specific tasks in hair simulation and to realize the ultimate goal of ‘virtual hair-dressing room’ that is simple to use but quite effective for generating fast hairstyles. Successful attempts have been made to handle the different challenging issues involved in simulation of hair at interactive rates. Effort has been put in developing methodologies for hair shape modeling, hair dynamics and hair rendering. A user friendly interface controlled by a haptic device facilitates designer’s interactivity with the hairstyles. Furthermore, designer’s visualization is enhanced by using real time animation and interactive rendering. Animation is done using a modified Free Form Deformation (FFD) technique that has been effectively adapted to various hairstyles. Hair Rendering is performed using an efficient scattering based technique, displaying hair with its various optical effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hair is essential for characterizing a virtual human and so is the need to design a suitable and realistic looking hairstyle for it quickly. Interactivity plays an important role in determining the efficiency of the design application. The process is further facilitated by an interface that provides user with simple but essential tools for performing interactions like for handling, cutting, and brushing hair displaying dynamic and optical behavior at interactive rates. Usually this a complex task and the techniques developed have to compromise between interactivity and realistic appearance.

The difficulties with human hair simulation arise due to the number, the structure and the interaction between hair. On a scalp, human hair are typically 100,000 to 120,000 in number. With this number, even simplified simulation takes vast amount of computing resources. Moreover, the complicated structure and interaction between hairs present challenges in every aspect of the simulation. Furthermore, addressing these issues to simulate hair accurately and realistically for real–time indeed makes virtual hair simulation technically a demanding process.

Figure 1: Various hairstyles created, animated and rendered using our interactive “virtual hair-dressing room” (a) is the initial Hairstyle, (b),(c), and (d) are the hairstyles created using different interactive tools (cutting, curling and brushing)
Geometrically hair strands are long and thin curved cylinders. The strands of hair can have any degree of waviness from straight to curly. Thus, a modeling method should provide the control over a large group of hair strands effectively, but still allow control over detailed variations. The structure (or style) of hairs as a group is often more meaningful than the properties of individual hair strands. The interactions between hair play an important role in generating these structures. Therefore, a modeling method should take into account the interactions as well as the individual properties. Furthermore, from a designer’s aspect all these features should be available in an interactive system for fast prototyping of various hairstyles. The sense of immersion is also increased if he/she gets back force feedback while performing different interactions with the available tools. This requires integrating a haptic interface which provides user with increased degree of freedom as compared to a mouse and considerably increases the comfort, performance and productivity.

Real time simulation is another important feature that increases the sense of involvement during hair designing. It is obviously more realistic to see dynamic changes in the hairstyle as the user performs interactions. But, the complexity of hairstyles makes it a challenge for animating them on virtual characters with performances compatible with real-time. Each hair strand has a high degree of flexibility and easily gets bent upon external forces such as gravity and collisions, while it strongly resists linear stretches. The difficulty is actually to build a mechanical model of the hairstyle which is sufficiently fast for real-time performance while preserving the particular behavior of the hair medium and maintaining sufficient versatility for simulating any kind of complex hairstyles. The hair motion is affected by many subtle factors, such as wind forces, air drag, gravity, head motion and wetness. More interestingly, the static charge and friction between neighboring hairs often cause a group of hairs to form a cluster that moves coherently. Collisions between such clusters are important otherwise the hair interpenetration will be quite unnatural and distracting, and overall affect the realism of the simulation. This behavior is highly dependent on the type of hairstyle (straight or curly, long or short) and condition (stiff or soft, dense or sparse, dry or wet).

The hairstyle also plays an important role in how the light interacts with the hair which in turn is essential to be simulated because specifically self-shadow within hair gives important clue about the hair style itself. Rendering human hair often requires painful labors as well as demanding computational power. Optically, hair has many interesting phenomena such as anisotropic reflection, strong forward scattering, and translucency. A correct reflectance model is thus needed to compute reflectance off the individual hair geometry. While, a local shading model approximates coloring of an individual hair strand, interactions between hairs require efficient methods to compute such global illumination effects. In particular, the shadow between hairs provide essential visual cues for the structure of hair as a group. Hair is inherently volumetric and the internal structures can be correctly illustrated only with proper shadow. Furthermore, most of the current hair rendering simulations lack physical basis. All the opacity-based approaches consider a transmittance function that compute attenuation of light only towards the hair strand for which shadow is being computed. This is not physically correct as there is also an attenuation of light when it is scattered from the hair strands towards the viewer, and must be incorporated for the final hair color. Moreover, variations in shading due to animated hair also need to be considered for realistic results.

Our work is motivated by the need to have a unified model for facilitating hairstyling effectively utilizing various methodologies, like interactive modeling, simplified but efficient animation, and optimized yet realistic rendering giving a real-time performance. The specific contributions of this paper are:

- An interactive modeling system to allow the user with an easy and flexible modeling capability to design any hairstyle with added features of fine-tuning. The system should perform all the hair manipulation tasks (e.g. cutting, curling) at interactive rates.
- A mechanical model that efficiently simulates the motion of individual hair strand as well as the interactions between hairs themselves and the interaction between hairs and other objects.
- A scattering based illumination model that produces realistic rendered hair with various colors and showing optical effects like shadow, specular highlights.
- Importantly, all these simulations are performed in real-time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we give a brief overview of various hair simulation techniques. In Section 3 we present various considerations and the ideas of our approach for styling, animating and rendering. In Section 4 we present the different interaction tools developed for designing hairstyles. Section 5 is dedicated to our lattice based mechanical model highlighting its key features and benefits. Section 6 gives the description of our scattering based illumination model discussing the various optimizations.
made for rendering at interactive rates. We demonstrate the results and discuss the performance for the unified hair styling application in Section 7. We conclude with a look at avenues for future work in Section 8.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Researchers have devoted a lot of time and effort for producing visually convincing hair, giving more believability to virtual humans. Though implementing a unified framework for creating hairstyles using dynamic models along with realistic rendering has not been actively considered, a number of algorithms have been developed to resolve most of the challenges in the three main hair simulation tasks - hair shape modeling, hair animation and hair rendering. Specific advancements have been made in each of these tasks.

2.1 Interactive Hair Styling

There exist different techniques proposed in the literature in order to provide tools for interactively creating new hairstyle. Most of these techniques involve designing an interactive 3D user interface giving user control to place hair on any part of the 3D model. Use of cluster or wisp for representing hairstyles is a common approach in these systems. Chen et al. [5] presents a model that represents each cluster with a trigonal prism and the hair strands within a cluster is modeled by the distribution map defined on the cross sections of the prism. Similar to this approach, in [21] a wisp model is used but represents a set of a 2D patch projected on a cylinder as boundary. The developed tool allows user to choose number of patches, position them and then individually or collectively modify parameters such as length, stiffness, blending for the patches. Recently a more user-friendly interactive tool called Hair Paint [10] has been introduced. The system is based on a 2D paint program interface and color scale images to specify hair characteristics. Some of the researchers have also presented systems exploiting fluid flow [8] and vector fields [28] for explicit hair modeling. Other techniques [14][25] use hybrid models combining benefits of wisp model and strand model. In general, all these systems result in creating nice static hairstyles, but are too slow to be able to interact with hairstyles when dynamic behavior is added. Also utilizing force feedback devices for more interactive control of designing tools is still to be explored.

2.2 Hair Animation

Usual simulation techniques may consider any compromises between simulating individually each strand and simulating a volume medium representing the complete hairstyle. In the context of efficient simulation, reducing this complexity and the number of degrees of freedom of the model is essential for fast computation. The first idea is to consider that hairs of neighboring locations share similar shapes and mechanical behaviors. In many models, such hairs are grouped into wisps, sometimes also called clusters. This technique was defined by Watanabe et al [26], and has been frequently used since with many variations in [4][5][20][27]. Another evolution is to replace the hairs by approximate surfaces (strips or patches), as done by Koh et al [15], or even volumes that can easily be modeled as polygonal meshes, such as the thin shell approach of Kim et al [12]. Combining various approaches can lead to Level-of-Detail methods where the representation is chosen depending on the current requirement of accuracy and available computational resources. A good example developed by Bertails et al [2] is based on wisps tree, and a similar approach from Kim et al [14] is based on multiresolution clusters. Advanced Level-of-Detail methods also include combination of strands, clusters and strips modeled with subdivision schemes and animated using advanced collision techniques, as developed by Ward et al [24]. In the specific context of fast real-time applications, cluster and strip models are good candidates. However, they still suffer from various problems, such as the necessity of collision detection between hairs, and their inability to represent efficiently some mechanical properties, such as bending stiffness. Furthermore, these simulation techniques have not yet been considered for efficient use during styling.

2.3 Hair Rendering

Hair rendering involves immense problems ranging from large data to complex optical behavior and thus has been a challenging yet captivating research topic since quite some time. The research started with the limited problem of fur rendering by Kajiya et al. [11], who also derived a local anisotropic lighting model for hair that has been widely adopted and extended in later illumination models [1][6][17]. Recently the giant leap in performance of graphics card has made it a possibility to have faster and realistic results. In [16] intensive utilization of GPU is done for shadow map computation, though it doesn’t take animation of the hair into consideration. In [19] the issue of shadow in dynamic hairs is efficiently dealt by computing a 3D density field and storing the samples of the hair density function in a compact way. The use of density clustering gives an advantage of not explicitly computing the entire transmittance function for time-varying hair data, resulting in better rendering speed and

3. CONSIDERATIONS AND APPROACH OVERVIEW

Hair styling scheme can be divided in two parts: firstly, defining a set of general characteristics of a hair style, and secondly, varying set of characteristics of an individual hair. We choose to model hair utilizing the data representation of animation model [23]. This hair modeling technique allows modifying the geometry of the hair directly. We develop these parameters in two phases. First, we propose a set of static parameters for hair styling (geometric modifications), and then we animate using these parameters (update simulation).

In order to increase the interactivity we have chosen to use a haptic interface. With this device it is now possible to see the virtual hair and other objects, to move and finally to touch them in the virtual environment. The using of haptic enables interaction with hair in real time. We present a system that provides the user with interactive and easy-to-use tools for hairstyling. Even though we have utilized a mechanical model in our simulation, the system is fast and the user can make modifications at interactive rates. In addition, the dynamic behavior results in more accurate and realistic simulation as it include influence on the styles due to gravity and other external forces.

For animation, the system should be compatible with most approaches used for hairstyle representation and real-time rendering, and offer the designer the possibility of creating any kind of hairstyle that can robustly be simulated in any animation context. We intend to achieve this through the design of hair animation model based on volume deformations, with the aim of animating any complex hairstyle design in real-time. The idea of our method is the following: rather than building a complex mechanical model directly related to the structure of the hair strands, we take advantage of a volume free-form deformation scheme. We detail the construction of an efficient lattice mechanical deformation model which represents the volume behavior of the hair strands. The lattice is deformed as a particle system using state-of-the-art numerical methods, and animates the hairs using quadratic B-Spline interpolation. Another issue that needs to be considered during hair animation is collision. Since hair strands are deformed through FFD, there is no real need of detecting collisions between the hair strands, as they follow the volume of deformation of FFD which is rarely self-intersecting. However, we need to take into account collisions between the hairstyle and the skull. The hairstyle reacts to the body skin through collisions with a metaball-based approximation. The metaballs are represented as polynomial forces that are integrated in the mechanical model. The model is highly scalable and allows hairstyles of any complexity to be simulated in any rendering context with the appropriate tradeoff between accuracy and computation speed, fitting the need of Level-of-Detail optimization schemes.

We also aim to have an optimized technique that decreases the complexities involved in hair rendering and simulates optical effects while incorporating hair animations at interactive rates. Our rendering data representation for hair volume is quite similar to the animation system [23]. Utilizing a similar representation also gives us an advantage of having a fast access to lot of information from the underlying animation model for rendering computations. Based on these considerations we model our illumination model as follows: The local illumination of hair is defined by a Gaussian function adapted to our strip representation of hair. The self-shadow computation for hair is similar to the volume rendering as we perform voxelization of hairstyle into a hair volume for opacity computation. For the case of animated hair, the new vertex positions are calculated, and based on the displacement of the hair vertex a refinement map is computed. This takes care of the hair density variations within

the rendering lattice and is then used for ‘refining’ the shadow in animated hair. Our method’s efficiency towards achieving fast updates is highly credited to the division of the pre-processing and the run-time tasks of the simulation. The model has been optimized to perform expensive computations, mainly involving physics, during pre-processing that contributes to the speedy performance of our illumination model without any significant degradation in quality.

4. USER INTERACTIONS

We use PHANToM for the virtual manipulation of hair. Essentially it is force feedback device and we have efficiently used it like a simple tool allowing interactions with virtual 3D objects. This haptic device replaces and increases the functional of the mouse. The force-feedback is used to detect collision of hair with the head, as well as to interact with the cells in the lattice.

The system gives the user freedom to choose tools to modify hair collectively (using guide hairs) or individually. The user can choose hair via a 2D scalp map or make a more precise selection directly in 3D. Using the buttons provided with the PHANToM, the user can choose the tool to apply on the selection. While building this new hairstyle the user with his left can modify the camera position for better visualization, and with his right hand select and apply a set of tools developed to modify the hairstyle. Integrating these tools with our mechanical model produces realistic simulation that enhances the overall visualization during interaction. For efficiently realizing this effect, we create a lattice for the selected hair for animating them during interaction with tools using geometric and physics-based method.

4.1 Selecting Hair

The first step in designing a hairstyle is to select a set of hair. There are different selection modes that are offered to the users. The interactivity is performed via the haptic device. We propose a point-based method for selection that involves implementation of 3 DOF force feedback. The selection is done by the position of the stylus of the haptic. If the stylus intersect a cell in the lattice, all the hair in that box are selected. This selection mode is linked to the discretization of the lattice, and does not allow to select a set hair between two cells. But generally, the hairdresser can select a set of hair as well as one by one via projection in the direction of the camera of the position of the stylus. After this selection step the user can “add” a set of hair using copy and paste tool. The user can change the position and the angles of rotation (via haptic) of the duplicate set of hair.

For hairstyling operators animation we have limited the animation to specific parts where modifications have to be made. Thus, we create a lattice just for the selected set of hair and only this set is later animated as shown in green in figure 3. Limiting the lattice to a specific section of hair decreases the computational time and allows efficiently using the geometrics methods. These geometrics modifications don’t change the form of the lattice. This technique also avoids a computation of self-collision detection between strips and provides good result in simulation.

4.2 Virtual Scissor:

The most important tool for a hairdresser is probably the scissor. In our technique we first choose a cut plane for modifying the hair. Three planes are proposed; a horizontal plane, an inclined plane, and a curve plane like the function sine. The choice of these planes is linked to the fact that with these planes, all type of cut can be realized. A mass-spring system representation is used for all strands in order to simulate dropping the hair cut during the cutting process. The implementation of this modeling is easy, and allows obtaining good results in short time. In order to increase the interactivity, it is possible to modify the position and the orientation of this cut plane by a
line-based method (using 6DOF) via the haptic. The user can thus choose the cutting mode either by using a scissor (generally for a small set of hair) or by a cutting plane.

4.3 Virtual Brushing and Curling
The virtual brushing and waviness tool involves a function of one parameter and allows modifying the “curve” of strands without using the position of points in the strand in 3D. We modify the hair beginning from the tip in the curving. Three parameters can be modified: the radius, the length of curve, and the direction of the brushing. Based on these parameters, a mathematical function is applied on the last node of all the selected hair resulting in curve hair. The choice of the mathematical function is based on the action to be performed or the tool required. When simulating waviness, the visual effect is similar to a compressed spring movement from top to bottom. When brushing, the movement of lattice node is away from the head and following the direction of the brush. The use of these techniques avoids us to compute collision between hair and an object (tools, comb for example). The visual realism is maintained because the simulation seems to be real.

5. LATTICE BASED HAIR ANIMATION
Realistic animation of hair requires advanced models that deal with the complex strand structure of human hairstyles. The challenge is to build a mechanical model of the hairstyle which is sufficiently fast for real-time performance while preserving the particular behavior of the hair medium and maintaining sufficient versatility for simulating any kind of complex hairstyles. We overcome the difficulties through the design of a hair animation [23] model based on volume deformations, with the aim of animating any complex hairstyle design in real-time.

5.1 The Lattice Model
We construct a 3D lattice around the head that includes all the hair. This lattice is defined by the initial positions of all its nodes. During animation, the lattice is moved according to the head motion. The resulting rigid-motion positions and velocities of the lattice nodes define the rigid motion pattern of the hair, in which the hair follows the head motion without any deformation.

In our approach however, the lattice is furthermore deformed by mechanical computation. The actual position and speed of the lattice nodes are ruled by mechanical computation iterations that use the rigid motion states as equilibrium states. This mechanical model, aimed at providing the lattice with the volumic behavior of the hair contained in it, is constructed during preprocessing.

5.2 The Mechanical Model
Different approaches are possible for designing this mechanical lattice deformation model. However, spring-mass approaches still seem to be the best candidate for designing really fast mechanical models. We have created a particular kind of interaction force that uses as attachment points any arbitrary point of the lattice, defined by its lattice coordinates. Hence, each attachment point corresponds to a weighted sum of a given number of lattice nodes. Hence, the mechanical model of the hair is defined as a sum of linear viscoelastic lattice springs relating the elasticity of each individual hair strand segment in the lattice model. Their viscoelastic parameters correspond to those of the modeled hair. The attachments of the hair extremities to the skull are modeled by stiff viscoelastic lattice attachments, which are positioned exactly at the end of each hair. In order to reduce the complexity of the model, we resample each hair during the model construction as segments defined by the intersection points of the
hair line on the lattice boundaries. We furthermore carry out a simplification of the model by decimating the redundant lattice stiffeners (hair springs as well as skull attachments) until the expected number of stiffeners remain (Figure 5).

5.3 Lattice Interpolation

As the lattice is deformed during animation, another issue is to recompute the current position of each hair features for each frame. Depending on the selected rendering techniques and optimizations, these features may either be individual hair segments, or larger primitives such as hair strips or groups. For the best compromise between continuity and computation speed, we have selected quadratic B-Spline curves as interpolating shape functions, which offer second-order interpolation continuity.

We can take advantage of the interpolation to enhance the attachment of the hair on the skull through rigid motion. For each interpolated feature, a deformation coefficient is defined which is a blending coefficient between the motion defined by the rigid head motion and the motion defined by the interpolated lattice position. Hence, progressively animating the root of the hair through rigid head motion rather than mechanics allows simulating bending stiffness of hair near its root, and also removes the artifacts resulting from the imperfections of the mechanical attachment of the hair roots to the moving skull.

6. SCATTERING BASED HAIR RENDERING

Simulating fast and realistic complex light effect within hair is one of the most challenging problems in the field of virtual humans, both in terms of research and of development. Two main optical effects that contribute the most to realistic hair are the anisotropic reflection and self-shadows. We have developed a scattering-based fast and efficient algorithm that handles both the local specular highlights and global self-shadow in animated hair at interactive rates. We use a fast refinement technique [7] for incorporating illumination variations in animated hair from the encoded hair density changes considering the spatial coherency in hair data. Our method’s efficiency towards achieving fast updates is highly credited to the division of the pre-processing and the run-time tasks of the simulation. At pre-processing we perform initializations that give us precise rendering information for static hair, and then perform an optimized update of optical variations in hair based on the dynamics of the guide hair, taking into account coherency between the hair data. The various optimizations implemented result in interactive simulation while maintaining the aesthetic visual appearance of the hair.

6.1 Scattering-based local Illumination

One of the features of our local illumination model is that it takes into the fresnel reflection and orientation of the cuticles on the hair which gives a control on defining the anisotropy of the hair. In addition, it also involves a gaussian function, which is not only important to provide physical basis to our model but modifications within the function also make it quite effective for our hair strips. We consider the gaussian function taking into account slope variations both along the tangent and the bi-normal of the strip vertices. The model takes care of both the diffuse and the specular reflectance. Various parameters control the width and the shift of the specular highlights as well as the sharpness and the anisotropy displayed by the strips.

6.2 Scattering-based self-shadow in hair

Our scattering-based approach considers two functions for shadow contribution. One function gives a measure of the absorption of light reaching a hair vertex and the second function considers the scattering from the hair. Since our shadowing model considers hair densities within the cells rather than explicit hair geometry, both the functions result in an overall reduced intensity of the hair vertex as visible to the viewer, which gives the
shadowing effect within the hair. The two terms (absorption and scattering) included in our shadow computation can be visualized in Figure 6.

Analytically, the absorption term generates self shadows due to its geometric and translucent nature while the scattering term is an additional component contributing to hair shading due to its material property. It is the collective effect of the two components computed for hair that gives light’s intensity as perceived by the viewer and is correlated to the hair’s shadow color, giving it a natural look.

6.3 Shadow Refinement in Animated Hair

During animation visual artifacts like irregular shadow regions can pop up as the hair vertex move from one cell to another if density variation within the cell is not properly dealt with. Our approach for incorporating variations in shadow in animated hair is based on the assumption that the hair vertices within a cell at initialization always stay within one cell after displacement. This assumption is valid not only from the physical aspect of the FFD-based animation model but also from real hair animation considerations where there is coherence among neighboring strands when hair is moving. Our idea is to encode the displacement of the particle during animation to give a measure of variation in hair density in the cells of the rendering lattice.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have tested our “virtual hair-dressing tool” for creating various hairstyles as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 8. The implementations are done on a workstation with Intel Pentium4 and 3.4 GHz processor with a 1 GB main memory and a GeForce 6800 graphics card. Our computation algorithm is written in standard C++ and rendering is done using the OpenGL API. The initial hairstyle has been created using our in home hairstyler based on fluid dynamics [8].

Once the initial hairstyle is loaded as a hybrid model, computation is performed to prepare the initial mechanical and rendering model. We ran our algorithm to create short, curly and brushed hairstyles using our unified framework. We have tested the hairstyles with various complexities of the mechanical representation and have found that a mechanical model containing 100 attachments and 400 springs built on 343 lattice nodes is fairly accurate and with fast simulation. The model reacts to collisions with the head and the shoulder using 7 metaballs. The computations for local illumination are done at run-time for each vertex using the graphics hardware. For shadow computation we found that for all the hairstyles a lattice size of 128 × 128 × 32 was optimal enough to provide nice result at an interactive speed. In the whole simulation process rendering is the most time-consuming task. The initial hairstyle in Figure 1 consists of around 40K segments. The rendering for static hair under a single dynamic light on GPU runs at around 14fps. Simulation of rendered animated hair runs at 9-10 fps.

While performing the user interactions, as the simulation is limited to only section of the hair to be modified, the average performance is better. As the interactions on the hairstyle are made the lattice for both animation and rendering are dynamically adapted to the modified data. During cutting, the cells containing the cut hair are deleted from the simulation thus further accelerating the process, although when brushing and curling the recomputation is done for calculating shadows based on the modified location of the hair segment which is slows the process. For creating hairstyles in Figure 1, the average frame rate was around 10fps.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our “interactive hair-dressing room” highlights the various developments made for providing an easily usable framework for hair styling. The use of a haptic interface is very advantageous during the designing process. It provides the user with more interactivity. This interface uses a 3D mouse for the aligning the head with the hairstyle and the haptic device for managing the set of tools for modifying the hairstyle. The overall performance
is also increased by the fact that the users can effectively utilize both their hands in order to create new hairstyles by applying special virtual tool like cut plane. Implementing techniques with accurate force feedback during all the hair styling operations (combing, curling, cutting, and effects by cosmetic styling products) will provide our hair dressing tool more realism. Though these devices are usually costly and also take time to adapting, but once a user gets used to them, it increases the comfortability and saves a lot of time.

Figure 7: With the ease-to-use the application, designer’s can efficiently create hairstyles from images very quickly

Also, taking advantage of underlying FFD based mechanical model for dynamic simulation and the optimized scattering based rendering model for optical effect simulation, the interface provides an enhanced visualization of the hairstyling procedure. The FFD animation approach allows a clear distinction between the mechanical model that animates the lattice and the actual objects that are deformed by the lattice during the rendering. This makes the model highly scalable and versatile giving total freedom for hairstyle design, as hairs can be long or short, curled or straight, and even contain specific features such as ponytails, as well as facilitate designing level-of-detail schemes that can act independently on the mechanical simulation aspect and on the rendering aspect, without any particular adaptation of the model. Similarly, the rendering model is based on volume rendering and is independent of the geometry used. This makes it suitable for simulating self-shadows in any hairstyle. The various optimizations and the extensive use of graphics hardware, speeds up the rendering process allowing interactive hair manipulation. For handling variations in rendering due to animation we introduce a refinement technique, which is encoded based on the hair displacement vector. These models have been unified to successfully simulate some common user interactions with hair, like pick some hair, cut them and brush them and create realistic hairstyles.

With initial results of our unified framework being quite promising we look forward to adding more features for better interactivity and enhanced visualization. The use haptic rendering algorithm increases the virtual interactivity a lot. Currently, we implement just rigid interactions within the different cells of the lattice. But we are working on the interacting with deformable objects. The problem with these interactions is the computational time. We have yet decreased this time in modeling hair like a lattice but the feed-back forces aren’t linked to the hair “touch” but the boxes. If the cells become deformable (likes our hair) the feed-back forces will become more linked to the reality. We are working on making our mechanical model more efficient and faster by making related computation on hardware especially for interpolation. We also plan to modify and simulate effects in hairstyles, both dynamically and optically, under influence of water and styling products.
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